TRAIL MAP of the West Barnstable Conservation Area
Town of Barnstable, Massachusetts

Trail locations shown on this map are not necessarily complete or definitive. Sources include GIS mapping, aerial photo interpretation, and prior published maps.

The trails shown on this map are located on Town of Barnstable Conservation land as well as on other public lands including Centerville - Osterville - Marstons Mills Fire District land and Town Land Bank land.

Trail Intersection Markers:
Trail intersections are identified with a directional prefix and a number. For example, intersection NW5 is the fifth intersection in the northwest section of the map, and SE2 is the second intersection in the southeast section.

Look for the corresponding signs posted on trees at trail intersections. Most (but not all) trail intersection markers are oriented so that as you face the marker, you are facing roughly north.

Hunting is allowed at the West Barnstable Conservation Area subject to current rules and regulations. Check the Town of Barnstable website for current hunting dates and always wear safety orange during hunting season.